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KENT WINS CRANE DEBATE.
As a final wind-up for the season the Chicago-Kent orators met Crane
junior College on their platform May 15th, the question being: "Resolved,
that the president of the United States should be elected by a popular vote."
Crane admitted that lie should, but through some oversight neglected to prove
that fact.

Kent vigorously denied the value of such a system, and succeeded in convincing two of the three judges that theirs was the better side of the argument.
The oratory of both teams was good. It was a pleasure for one of a
forensic turn of mind to contrast the types of speakers on the platform.
Each displayed a different personality, not as though they had been turned
out of the same school of oratory, but as though they spoke from a deep
conviction, arising from the inspiration of their own thoughts.
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Block was the cool, logical speaker, sarcastic but suave, giving bitter
pills of back-hand argument in a sugar coat of polite sarcasm. The softvoiced enthusiasm of Langert became dramatic at times, and emphasized the
ever-present sarcasm-by fiery bursts of logic. Gimbor punctuated the style
of his colleagues with his sharp, staccato remarks, meanwhile keeping ever on
the alert for rebuttal material, where his blunt, curt style proved very effective.
Crane had two of a type, Mosler and Glick, quiet, clever and cool. Gillespie of Crane was every inch the orator, with a fine personality and of a
magnetic appeal, a true debator.
The line-up was as follows:
CRANE (Affirmative).
CHICAGO-KENT (Negative).
Mosler
Block
Gillespie
Langert
Glick
Guibor
After the debate and handshaking a dance was held in the Crane gym.

REVIEW STAFF CHANGES.
With this number of the Review the present members of the staff, insofar
as the Class of '25 is concerned, will give way to new members. Arthur H.
Watson, who has been on the Review staff since the first number in the
capacity of Count DeMarcation, is a member of the graduating class, and
Helmer Hansen, who has acted as student editor for the past year, will also
leave with the Class of '25. Harold T. Huber of the Class of '26 has been
selected as student editor for the coming year, and R. A. Wiseman of the
same class will continue as advertising manager. Aside from this no announcement has been made as to the future staff.
It is the hope of the Class of '25 that the Review will continue to find a
place for itself in the activities of Chicago-Kent, and that its field of usefulness
may expand.
THE TRANSCRIPT OF 1925.
The Transcript of 1925, Volume VIII of the year book of Chicago-Kent
College of Law, made its. appearance on May 22nd. Distribution has been
almost effected and the comments to date have been that the Class of '25 has
produced an annual that will stand as a mark for future classes.
37th ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT.
The 37th annual commencement of Chicago-Kent College of Law will be
held at the Eighth Street Theatre on Thursday, June l1th, at 8:00 P.' M.,
when 125 perspiring graduates will receive the sheepskin (nee parchment
paper), which marks the end of the three-year course. Because of the fact
that the speakers for the evening will not be chosen from the graduates,
Howard B. Swank, class orator, will not be called upon to render a speech.

